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In this concluding volume of his trilogy on social theory, W. G. Runciman applies to the case of
twentieth-century English society the methodology (distinguishing reportage, explanation,
description, and evaluation) and theory of the preceding two volumes. Volume III shows how
England's capitalist mode of production, liberal mode of persuasion, and democratic mode of
coercion evolved in the aftermath of the First World War from what they had been since the
1880s, but then did not, in turn, evolve significantly following the Second World War. The
explanation rests on an analysis of the selective pressures favouring some economic,
ideological, and political practices over others in an increasingly complex environment, neither
predictable nor controllable by policy-makers. This is supported by a graphic account of the
changes themselves and how they were experienced by different segments of English society.
Japanese animation has been given fulsome academic commentary in recent years. However,
there is arguably a need for a more philosophically consistent and theoretically integrated
engagement. While this book covers the key thinkers of contemporary aesthetic theory, it aims
to reground reflection on anime within the aesthetics of R.G. Collingwood.
In this book, Spracklen and Spracklen use the idea of collective memory to explore the
controversies and boundary-making surrounding the genesis and progression of the modern
gothic alternative culture. They suggest that the only way for goth culture to survive is if it
becomes transgressive and radical again.
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Taking a global, multicultural, social, and economic perspective, this work explores the diverse
and colourful history of human attire. From prehistoric times to the age of globalization, articles
cover the evolution of clothing utility, style, production, and commerce, including accessories
(shoes, hats, gloves, handbags, and jewellery) for men, women, and children. Dress for
different climates, occupations, recreational activities, religious observances, rites of passages,
and other human needs and purposes - from hunting and warfare to sports and space
exploration - are examined in depth and detail. Fashion and design trends in diverse historical
periods, regions and countries, and social and ethnic groups constitute a major area of
coverage, as does the evolution of materials (from animal fur to textiles to synthetic fabrics)
and production methods (from sewing and weaving to industrial manufacturing and computeraided design). Dress as a reflection of social status, intellectual and artistic trends, economic
conditions, cultural exchange, and modern media marketing are recurring themes. Influential
figures and institutions in fashion design, industry and manufacturing, retail sales, production
technologies, and related fields are also covered.
Performance and Ethnography: Dance, Drama, Music revisits the territory of the performance
orientation, touching on anthropology, dance, folklore, music and theatre to look for present
trends in both the ethnography of performance and performance ethnography. One of the main
concerns of this volume is with an embodied, affective and sensory ethnography that privileges
encounters between ethnographer, participants and practices as key to understanding and
knowledge. Another is the extent to which individuals are shaped by their engagement with
ethnographic practice in the midst of migration, diffusion, revival, appropriation and
commodification of performance. A third is the interface of academic disciplines with the idea of
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performance, and the way in which academics and practitioners are drawn to ethnography to
better understand, negotiate, perform and profess their diverse fields. Individual chapters
include a refreshed interface for performance studies and anthropology through new
approaches to ritual; a consideration of performance studies through an ethnography of PSi;
the emplaced body as a tool for ethnographic research; somatic practice in dance as a mode
of ethnography; artisanal musical instrument making as performance; the commodification of
traditional performance; and an introductory overview that reflects shifting ethnographic
perspectives on traditional performances.
This practical, informative and beautifully illustrated book will be essential reading for all those
with a passion for mechanical clocks. It will be of particular interest to both amateurs and
professionals alike who wish to work on clock cases and restore them in the correct way
according to modern best practice. The authors, both experienced horological restorers,
examine in detail the restoration processes and provide detailed descriptions, and a wealth of
photographs and diagrams. Difficult, and often misunderstood, areas of restoration and
conservation are explained in the context of twenty-first century thinking. The haphazard
approach to clock case restoration, which has continued in some quarters almost to the
present day, is no longer considered appropriate for preservation of the rapidly dwindling stock
of clocks that represent our horological heritage. Accordingly, the authors emphasize that
sensitive and sympathetic clock case restoration is essential and, indeed, is the most
economically attractive approach to adopt. The book outlines the history of the main types of
clock case made up to about one hundred years ago, and considers clock case woods and
woodworking, and some of the special techniques involved in clock case construction,
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restoration and conservation. It demonstrates how a new clock case can be constructed,
provides a clock case restoration study and describes the restoration of a number of other
wooden clock cases. Covering both stone and metal clock cases of the 19th and 20th
centuries and including a useful appendix which provides guidelines for restoring and
conserving horological objects, this is an essential resource for all those who wish to work on
clock cases and restore them in the correct way - whether amateurs or professionals.
Beautifully illustrated with 500 colour photographs.
Drawing upon a remarkable variety of documentary evidence, this study argues that much of
Britain's consumer culture and modern business practices was influenced by the ready-to-wear
market in boys' clothes. Through a detailed visual and statistical analysis of these sources,
linking the design and retailing of boys' clothing with social, cultural and economic issues, it
shows that an understanding of the production and consumption of the boys clothing is central
to debates on the growth of the consumer society, the development of mass-market fashion,
and concepts of childhood and masculinity.
Learn to design your own steampunk and fantasy costumes and accessories

Girls learn about "femininity" from childhood onwards, first through their relationships in
the family, and later from their teachers and peers. Using sources which vary from
diaries to Inspector’s reports, this book studies the socialization of middle- and workingclass girls in late Victorian and early-Edwardian England. It traces the ways in which
schooling at all social levels at this time tended to reinforce lessons in the sexual
division of labour and patterns of authority between men and women, which girls had
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already learned at home. Considering the social anxieties that helped to shape the
curriculum offered to working-class girls through the period 1870-1920, the book goes
on to focus on the emergence of a social psychology of adolescent girlhood in the earlytwentieth century and finally, examines the relationship between feminism and girls’
education.
Gerald Howard-Smith’s life is intriguing both in its own right and as a vehicle for
exploring the world in which he lived. Tall, boisterous and sometimes rather irascible,
he was one of the so-called ‘Lost Generation’ whose lives were cut short by the First
World War. Brought up in London, and educated at Eton and Cambridge, he excelled
both at cricket and athletics. After qualifying as a solicitor he moved to Wolverhampton
and threw himself into the local sporting scene, making a considerable name for himself
in the years before the First World War. Volunteering for military service in 1914, he
was decorated for bravery before being killed in action two years later. Reporting his
death, the War History of the South Staffordshire Regiment claimed that, ‘In his men’s
eyes he lived as a loose-limbed hero, and in him they lost a very humorous and a very
gallant gentleman.’ As well as telling the fascinating story of Gerald Howard-Smith for
the first time, this important new biography explores such complex and important issues
as childhood and adolescence, class relations, sporting achievement, manliness and
masculinity, metropolitan-provincial relationships, and forms of commemoration. It will
therefore be of interest to educationalists, sports historians, local and regional
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historians, and those interested in class, gender and civilian-military relations – indeed
all those seeking to understand the economic, social, and cultural life of late nineteenth
and early twentieth-century Britain.
§ ??200?????????????? § ????3????????????? § ????????????????18?19???????
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Since the invention of photography there has not been a history of fashion completely
illustrated by photographs — until this one. Photography historian Alison Gernsheim first
studied Victorian and Edwardian fashion in order to be able to date photographs in her
collection. Of course the photos soon proved to be the best of all fashion plates —
authentic, detailed, as decorative and charming as top fashion illustration. When united
with identifications and descriptions of the chief costume articles, and a commentary
that includes childhood memories of the period, the resulting history is doubly
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indispensable — equally useful and delightful to serious and casual readers. The
invention of photography preceded that of the crinoline by about a decade. Pre-crinoline
bonnets, stovepipe hats, and deep décolletage are featured in the first of these 235
illustrations — including a beautiful 1840 daguerreotype portrait of a lady that is the
earliest study of its kind extant. From 1855 to the 1870s the crinoline gave shape
(whether barrel, bell, teapot, or otherwise) to English women, and their shapes fill many
of these full and half-page photos. English men went beardless in top hats and frock
coats; as in other eras, the sporting wear of the previous generation became
acceptable morning and evening town attire. Styles and accoutrements came and went
— moustaches, straw hats, bustles and bodice line, petticoats, corsets, shawls and
falsies, flounces, ruffles, lace, and materials — satin, silk, velvet, woolen underwear, fulllength sable, and osprey feathers. Many of the models for these fashions were already
fashionable enough — Oscar Wilde, Aubrey Beardsley, Lillie Langtry, Winston Churchill,
many archdukes, duchesses, counts, princes, and Queen Victoria herself.
Photographers are identified where possible, and include Nadar, Lewis Carroll, and the
Downeys. Every photograph is captioned and annotated.
The Downers of South Australia is Sir Alick Downer's lively story of this well-known
family since its first members arrived in South Australia in 1837. The book is enriched
by first-hand accounts of many political events, giving rare insight into political life from
the 1950s to the 1970s.
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In her immensely readable and richly documented book, Christine Bayles Kortsch asks
us to shift our understanding of late Victorian literary culture by examining its
inextricable relationship with the material culture of dress and sewing. Even as the
Education Acts of 1870, 1880, and 1891 extended the privilege of print literacy to
greater numbers of the populace, stitching samplers continued to be a way of
acculturating girls in both print literacy and what Kortsch terms "dress culture." Kortsch
explores nineteenth-century women's education, sewing and needlework, mainstream
fashion, alternative dress movements, working-class labor in the textile industry, and
forms of social activism, showing how dual literacy in dress and print cultures linked
women writers with their readers. Focusing on Victorian novels written between 1870
and 1900, Kortsch examines fiction by writers such as Olive Schreiner, Ella Hepworth
Dixon, Margaret Oliphant, Sarah Grand, and Gertrude Dix, with attention to influential
predecessors like Elizabeth Gaskell, Charlotte Brontë, and George Eliot. Periodicals,
with their juxtaposition of journalism, fiction, and articles on dress and sewing are
particularly fertile sites for exploring the close linkages between print and dress
cultures. Informed by her examinations of costume collections in British and American
museums, Kortsch's book broadens our view of New Woman fiction and its relationship
both to dress culture and to contemporary women's fiction.
Over 1,000 illustrations document elegant ladies' fashions from 1860 to 1914: evening
gowns, wedding ensembles, bathing costumes, cycling outfits, and much more.
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Accompanied by hundreds of stylish accessories.
Late Victorian and Edwardian FashionsCourier Corporation
Good hair day? Bad hair day? Hair has always evoked strong emotions. In this fascinating
book, Patricia Malcolmson examines how British women over the past 150 years have
managed their hair, from the extravagant styles of the late nineteenth century to the ‘anything
goes’ attitude of today, taking in along the way the daring bobs of the 1920s, the wartime
styles of women in uniform, the slavish copying of Hollywood stars, the beehive, the hippy and
the Goth. In Me and My Hair you’ll hear the voices of women from around Britain talking about
their hair - whether it’s their longing to have ‘Shirley Temple’ curls, the visits of the nit nurse,
their first home perm, roasting under hood dryers, going platinum blonde, hilarious experiments
with hair extensions, or fears of going grey.
This book provides the first ‘history from below’ of the inter-war Belfast labour movement. It is
a social history of the politics of Belfast labour and applies methodology from history, sociology
and political science. Christopher J. V. Loughlin questions previous narratives that asserted the
centrality of religion and sectarian conflict in the establishment of Northern Ireland. Labour and
the Politics of Disloyalty in Belfast, 1921-39 suggests that political division and violence were
key to the foundation and maintenance of the democratic ancien régime in Northern Ireland. It
examines the relationship between Belfast Labour, sectarianism, electoral politics, security and
industrial relations policy, and women’s politics in the city.
Over the past 40 years, Japanese designers have led the way in aligning fashion with art and
ideology, as well as addressing identity and social politics through dress. They have
demonstrated that both creative and commercial enterprise is possible in today's international
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fashion industry, and have refused to compromise their ideals, remaining autonomous and
independent in their design, business affairs and distribution methods. The inspirational
Miyake, Yamamoto and Kawakubo have gained worldwide respect and admiration and have
influenced a generation of designers and artists alike. Based on twelve years of research, this
book provides a richly detailed and uniquely comprehensive view of the work of these three
key designers. It outlines their major contributions and the subsequent impact that their work
has had upon the next generation of fashion and textile designers around the world. Designers
discussed include: Issey Miyake, Yohji Yamamoto, Rei Kawakubo, Naoki Takizawa, Dai
Fujiwara, Junya Watanabe, Tao Kurihara, Jun Takahashi, Yoshiki Hishinuma, Junichi Arai,
Reiko Sudo & the Nuno Corporation, Makiko Minagawa, Hiroshi Matsushita, Martin Margiela,
Ann Demeulemeester, Dries Van Noten, Walter Beirendonck, Dirk Bikkembergs, Alexander
McQueen, Hussein Chalayan and Helmut Lang.
"In Consuming Fantasies: Labor, Leisure, and the London Shopgirl, 1880-1920, Lise Shapiro
Sanders examines the cultural significance of the shopgirl - both historical figure and fictional
heroine - from the end of Queen Victoria's reign through the First World War. As the author
reveals, the shopgirl embodied the fantasies associated with a growing consumer culture:
romantic adventure, upward mobility, and the acquisition of material goods. Reading novels
such as George Gissing's The Odd Women and W. Somerset Maugham's Of Human Bondage
as well as short stories, musical comedies, and films, Sanders argues that the London shopgirl
appeared in the midst of controversies over sexual morality and the pleasures and dangers of
London itself. Sanders explores the shopgirl's centrality to modern conceptions of fantasy,
desire, and everyday life for working women and argues for her as a key figure in cultural and
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social histories of the period. This study will appeal to scholars, students, and enthusiasts of
Victorian and Edwardian life and literature."--BOOK JACKET.
Over a century after the death of Queen Victoria, historians are busy re-appraising her age and
achievements. However, our understanding of the Victorian era is itself a part of history,
shaped by changing political, cultural and intellectual fashions. Bringing together a group of
international scholars from the disciplines of history, English literature, art history and cultural
studies, this book identifies and assesses the principal influences on twentieth-century
attitudes towards the Victorians. Developments in academia, popular culture, public history and
the internet are covered in this important and stimulating collection, and the final chapters
anticipate future global trends in interpretations of the Victorian era, making an essential
volume for students of Victorian Studies.
Guide to the designs and fabrics of 19th and early 20th century women's fashions. Evaluates
the silhouette, construction, style, and details of fashionable garments and offers advice for
maintaining, laundering and repairing them
“An engaging study of the ways women and machines have been represented in art,
photography, advertising, and literature.” —Arwen Palmer Mohun, University of Delaware From
sexist jokes about women drivers to such empowering icons as Amelia Earhart and Rosie the
Riveter, representations of the relationship between women and modern technology in popular
culture have been both demeaning and celebratory. Depictions of women as timid and fearful
creatures baffled by machinery have alternated with images of them as being fully capable of
technological mastery and control—and of lending sex appeal to machines as products. In
Women and the Machine, historian Julie Wosk maps the contradictory ways in which women’s
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interactions with—and understanding of—machinery has been defined in Western popular
culture since the dawn of the Industrial Revolution. Drawing on both visual and literary sources,
Wosk illuminates popular gender stereotypes that have burdened women throughout modern
history while underscoring their advances in what was long considered the domain of men.
Illustrated with more than 150 images, Women and the Machine reveals women rejoicing in
their new liberties and technical skill even as they confront society’s ambivalence about these
developments, along with male fantasies and fears. “Engaging and entertaining . . . Using
illustrations, cartoons and photographs from the past three centuries, Wosk delineates shifts in
social acceptance of women’s relationship to technology . . . her work is complex,
comprehensive and highly readable.” —Publishers Weekly “Art historian Wosk analyzes the
overt and covert messages in depictions of women and machines in an array of fiction and,
more impressively, in some 150 visual images.” —Booklist
Studying dress history teaches us much about the past. In this skillfully illustrated, accessible
and authoritative book, Jayne Shrimpton demonstrates how fashion and clothes represent the
everyday experiences of earlier generations, illuminating the world in which they lived. As
Britain evolved during the 1800s from a slow-paced agrarian society into an urban-industrial
nation, dress was transformed. Traditional rural styles declined and modern city modes, new
workwear and holiday gear developed. Women sewed at home, while shopping advanced,
novel textiles and mass-produced goods bringing affordable fashion to ordinary people. Many
of our predecessors worked as professional garment-makers, laundresses or in other related
trades: close to fashion production, as consumers they looked after their clothes. The author
explains how, understanding the social significance of dress, the Victorians observed strict
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etiquette through special costumes for Sundays, marriage and mourning. Poorer families
struggled to maintain standards, but young single workers spent their wages on clothes, the
older generation cultivating their own discreet style. Twentieth-century dress grew more
relaxed and democratic as popular culture influenced fashion for recent generations who
enjoyed sport, cinema, music and dancing.

Originally published: New York: Batsford, [1971].
Attractive couples model fashionable apparel worn from the 1860s through 1910: frock
coats, trousers, top hats for the men; gowns with hoop skirts, softly draped bustles, and
bloomers for the ladies. 29 black-and-white illustrations.
- What is an earthquake gown? - Who wore eelskin masher trousers? - What did the
word "dudes" mean in the 16th century? A Dictionary of English Costume by C. Willett
Cunnington, Phillis Cunnington and Charles Beard was originally published in 1960. A
monumental achievement and encyclopaedic in scope, it was a comprehensive
catalogue of fashion terms from the mid-medieval period up to 1900. It was reissued
and updated several times, for the last time in 1976. For decades it has served as a
bible for costume historians. The Dictionary of Fashion History completely updates and
supplements the Cunningtons' landmark work to bring it up to the present day.
Featuring additional terms and revised definitions, this new edition represents an
essential reference for costume historians, students of fashion history, or anyone
involved in creating period costume for the theatre, film or television. It also is
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fascinating reading for those simply interested in the subject. Clear, concise, and
meticulous in detail, this essential reference answers countless questions relating to the
history of dress and adornment and promises to be a definitive guide for generations to
come.
Online exhibition including images and interpretive text describing Australian fashions
at the time of Federation. The fashions worn by the men, women and children who
attended the celebrations marking the Federation of Australia were transitory styles
between the stiff, formal lines of late-Victorian fashions and the looser, more
comfortable Edwardian clothing. While men's clothing during the period 1890-1910
continued to be quite conservative, women's clothing broke free of late-Victorian
constraints.
Far from being just children's literature, Victorian fantasy is an art form that flourished in
opposition to the repressive social and intellectual conditions of “Victorianism.” In this
fully revised and expanded edition, Stephen Prickett explores the way in which
Victorian writers used non-realistic techniques—nonsense, dreams, visions, and the
creation of other worlds—to extend our understanding of this world. In particular, Prickett
focuses on six writers (Lear, Carroll, Kingsley, MacDonald, Kipling, and Nesbit), tracing
the development of their art form, their influence on each other, and how these writers
used fantasy to question the ideology of Victorian culture and society.
Bonnets, capes, caps, shawls, bodices, and crinolines as people actually wore them
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from 1840 to 1914. More than 200 photos depict aristocrats and members of the middle
class as well as celebrities.
In Victorian England, women's accessories were always much more than incidental
finishing touches to their elaborate dress. Accessories helped women to fashion their
identities.Victorian Fashion Accessories explores how women's use of gloves, parasols,
fans and vanity sets revealed their class, gender and colonial aspirations. The colour
and fit of a pair of gloves could help a middle-class woman indicate her class
aspirations.The sun filtering through a rose-colored parasol would provide a woman of
a certain age with the glow of youth. The use of a fan was a socially acceptable means
of attracting interest and flirting.Even the choice of vanity set on a woman's bedroom
dresser reflected her complicity with colonial expansion. By paying attention to the
particular details of women's accessories we discover the beliefs embedded in these
artefacts and enhance our understanding of the culture at large. Beaujot's engaging
prose illuminates the complex identities of the women who used accessories in the
Victorian culture that created and consumed them. Victorian Fashion Accessories is
essential reading for students and scholars of, history, gender studies, cultural studies,
material culture and fashion studies, as well as anyone interested in the history of
dress.
If you love vintage fashion, but don't really want to color in all the details seen on many
clothing styles typical of the Victorian, Edwardian and later eras, this is the adult
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coloring book for you!
The Victorian age was a period of transition as Britain industrialized and society underwent
profound changes. Here, contemporary voices provide students with an up-close look at this
pivotal time. • Presents and comments on 68 excerpts from primary documents of the Victorian
era, 1837–1901 • Details selected topics—such as Victorian Ireland, Social Darwinism, the
marriage market, and homosexuality—in numerous sidebars • Points readers to books and
websites that can expand their understanding of a document and relate it to themes and issues
in modern life • Suggests methods students can use to successfully incorporate the
documents into school research and reading projects • Includes a chronology listing important
dates and events from the birth of Princess Victoria in 1819 to the end of the Boer War in 1902
Draping Period Costumes provides you with the skill set you need to break away from twodimensional patterns to drape three dimensional costumes. The basics of draping are
explained in precise detail, followed by step-by-step draping projects from multiple historical
periods. Packed with photographs that illustrate every seam, pleat, and tuck, you'll never be
lost with this comprehensive guide. -Includes information on measurements, necessary tools,
and basic rules of draping -Covers costumes for both men and women - Discusses appropriate
period under garments and fabric choices Let expert draper Sharon Sobel teach you all you
need to know to perfectly drape any period costume!
This book tells the story of how women first fought for inclusion among scientific societies in
Edwardian Britain. Though educational opportunities in schools and universities were
improving, there were few fellowships or chances of paid employment in the sciences.
Excluded from most scientific societies, women were deprived of not just the chance to share
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their scientific experiences with other enthusiasts but of mixing with and impressing potential
employers. Barriers were overcome in many cases, but not in all. This book will explore the
lives of individual women who were brave pioneers and by the outbreak of WWI had proved
that they were the equals of men. Many at the heart of the struggle within the sciences were
also involved in the fight for suffrage, their success in the sciences helping to change men's
attitudes towards women.
This book traces the nature of change within the country community of England and Wales
between 1870 and 1918--a period that was, in many respects, a watershed in British history.
Horn reveals the powerful underlying stresses and tensions of rural life: people experienced
the anxieties of agricultural recession, the declining influence of the landed classes, the
diminishing support for religious institutions, and the disruption of many traditional aspects of
rural life.
Publisher description
An international assessment of how the last 150 years of interior design have been influenced
by the clothes people wear and the desire to create drama and social rituals.
The English middle class in the late nineteenth century enjoyed an increase in the availability
and variety of material goods. With that, the visual markers of class membership and manly
behavior underwent a radical change. In The Cut of His Coat: Men, Dress, and Consumer
Culture in Britain, 1860–1914, Brent Shannon examines familiar novels by authors such as
George Eliot, Anthony Trollope, Thomas Hughes, and H. G. Wells, as well as previously
unexamined etiquette manuals, period advertisements, and fashion monthlies, to trace how
new ideologies emerged as mass-produced clothes, sartorial markers, and consumer culture
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began to change. While Victorian literature traditionally portrayed women as having sole
control of class representations through dress and manners, Shannon argues that middle-class
men participated vigorously in fashion. Public displays of their newly acquired mannerisms,
hairstyles, clothing, and consumer goods redefined masculinity and class status for the
Victorian era and beyond. The Cut of His Coat probes the Victorian disavowal of men's interest
in fashion and shopping to recover men's significant role in the representation of class through
self-presentation and consumer practices.
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